
HORTICULTURE



I n d e x

Lighting is a critical component to any successful grow operation. 
There are many factors to consider when choosing the right  
configuration and type of light source to use.  4E Horticulture  
offers HPS, CMH and LED commercial fixtures with the highest and 
most effective spectral configuration available.

We supply production and harvesting equipment for the nursery and 
greenhouse industries. From fabric pots to aluminum growing tables, 
4E has what you need to outfit a successful and efficient garden.

When setting up a proper Medical Infused Processing Lab, the  
extraction equipment you choose can make or break your production 
success. Let our expert consultants match you with the best extraction 
method possible. Whether it be CO2 or ethanol extraction, we can  
ensure that we at 4E has what you need to establish the greatest yields 
possible.

Lighting 

Extraction

Equipment  
Horticulture 

Green Houses  4E Horticulture offers cost effective solutions for year-round  
cultivation with a commercial line of professional light deprivation  
greenhouses. The Grow Master 5000 PRO comes complete with 
light dep kit and traps, environmental controls, HVAC with  
built-in CO2 generator and high performance supplemental  
lighting  specifically designed  to provide the optimal  
environment for aggressive crop production. 
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H-LED-880
We at 4E, are proud to announce the newest  

addition to our horticulture line, the H-LED-88O. The 
H-LED-88O’s revolutionary design allows for what

could be the most dynamic and user friendly  
horticulture LED fixture on the market.

The oversized green anodized aluminum  
housing gives the fixture incredible strength 
and corrosion resistance in any condition.

100% control over the light spectrum and  
intensity. Perfect for giving your plants the  
correct type of lighting during any stage of 
growth.

These fixtures were designed without large 
and energy inefficient fans. Instead, the fixtures 
utilized extruded aluminum fins to release heat 
without the risk of failure. 

Custom fitted lenses cover all of the diodes on 
the fixture. This provides protection for the  
diodes as well as a method of even light  
dispersion.
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The unique design of our H-LED-66O and H-LED-88O 
allows for much higher energy efficiency and efficacy 
ratings. Thanks to the oversized anodized (not powder 
coated) extruded aluminum body and externally mounted 
driver cases, we have eliminated the need for energy  
devouring fans that will ultimately fail. Another benefit 
gained from eliminating these fans is the fixtures  
increased IP rating and water resistance. One feature that 
4E is especially proud of, is the ability to have total con-
trol of the light spectrum and light intensity in which it 
gives off. This unique and important feature  
allows the consumer total control and flexibility over 
growing cycles to ensure the plants are getting the  
perfect amount light and color temperature of the light 
during every stage of growth. All of the above benefits, 
coupled with not having frequent lamp changes, lower 
HVAC requirements, decreased energy costs and  
maintenance costs allow for a quick return on investment.

Did you know?
Light emitting diodes, due to their high 
efficiency and low energy use last for 

up to 100,000 hours. This means eleven 
years of continuous lighting or,  

alternatively, around twenty-two years 
of half-time operation.

• Dimensions (inches): 28.3 x 25.2 5.1 (ESt-66O)

36.2 x 24.2 x 5.1 (EST-88O)

• LED Power: 66Ow / 88Ow

• Power Efficiency: >95%

• Driver: Meanwell

• Input Voltage: 100-277V AC

• Frequency Range: 50-60Hz

• Rated: IP67

• Life Span: >5years 4



4E-SDE-1000

4E is proud to announce the newest addition to our 
horticulture line, the 4E-SDE-1000. The 4E-SDE-1000’s 

revolutionary design allows for what could be the 
most competitive priced and user friendly double 

ended horticulture fixture on the market.

• Energy efficient, dimmable digital ballast
• Use with 1000W DE lamps (HPS/MH)
• Powder coated ballast housing
• Highly reflective european aluminum

reflector 95-98% reflectivity
• Easy mounting options
• 120/240V and 240/277V models available

with optional hard wire configuration

• Ballast Dimensions (inches): 10.5” x 6.9”
• Overall Dimensions (inches): 22.5” x 10.5”
• Wattage: 1000W
• Power Efficiency: >95%
• Input Voltage: 120-277V AC
• Frequency Range: 50-60Hz
• Rated: IP54
• Warranty: 5 years



4E now provides a new line of double ended 
lamps that provide enormous amounts usable 
light spectrum. This new line of lamps promote 
accelerated vegetative growth and enhanced 
flowering. 

The Pro X Pro Plus HPS 1000w lamp delivers 
2100 µmol of consistent PAR saturated light 
with a wavelength that falls between the  
400-700 nanometer mark providing the most
efficient and effective quality light for intense
photosynthesis and rapid growth. German
made and specifically calibrated for use with
our commercial DE fixtures.



4E-630
• Overall Dimensions (inches): 19.4” x 9.1”
• Wattage: 630W
• Power Efficiency: >92%
• Input Voltage: 120-277V AC
• Frequency Range: 50-60Hz
• Warranty: 3 years

• Overall Dimensions (inches): 14.7” x 8.7”
• Wattage: 315W
• Power Efficiency: >92%
• Input Voltage: 120-277V AC
• Frequency Range: 50-60Hz
• Warranty: 3 years

4E-315
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Our CMH fixtures feature a fully sealed 630W 
ballast that meets all ETL standards. Our CMH fixtures come standard with 

one or two 315W 3K ceramic metal  
halide lamp. Our lamps provide one of 
the broadest light spectrums on the 
market.Our Ceramic Metal Halide fixtures come  

standard with highly reflective hammered 
finished aluminum reflectors.



4E provides an additional lamp option for our 
ceramic metal halide fixtures. Our 4E Plus lamps 
provide additional usable light and a higher 
micro mol output. At 620 µmol/s (per lamp) the 
4E Plus vastly increases the amount of growth in 
both the vegetation and flowering stages.

The PRO X Pro Plus CMH lamp is offered in both 
3000k and 4200k. The 3000k lamp has an  
average 600 nanometer range focusing  
intense UV rich light while the 4200k lamp offers 
a broader spectrum along the 500 nanometer 
range. German made and specifically calibrated 
for use with our commercial CMH fixtures for 
optimal performance.

• Light Output (Lumen @ 100 Hours): 33000

• Lumen per Watt: 110

• Rated Life (Hours @ 10 Hour/Start): 15000

• Correlated Color Temperature (K): 3000K

• Color Rendering Index (CRI) or (Ra): >90

• Typical Hot Restart Time (Minutes): 6-8

• Burning Position: BU +90º



Fabric Pots 

Fabric pots offer a multitude of benefits over 
conventional plastic pots. The breath ability of 
the fabric allows for soil aeration promoting  
vigorous plant growth and root expansion. The 
fabric also allows for proper drainage to help 
maintain a healthy root system and community 
for beneficial bacteria and microbes. 
4E offers the highest quality fabric pots in a 
range of sizes from 3gal – 300gal all with  
reinforced handles for ease of use. 

Aero-pots are designed to provide additional  
oxygen to the growing medium, promoting healthy
bacteria, releasing nutrients to the plant. The shape 
of the wall eliminates root circling while
encouraging the development of a mass of fibrous 
roots. The improved root system allows for
better up take of crucial nutrient rich water, leading 
to accelerated growth and healthier plants.

Aero Pots



4E-GT

4E commercial grow tables are heavy duty 
welded aluminum with lockable casters 
and have a load capacity of up to 1500lbs. 
Each table is 4ft wide, available in 8ft and 
10ft lengths and have an overall height of 
30 inches. Designed and  
engineered for lightweight ease of use, 
superior strength and durability.

• Reinforced 3/16” heavy duty welded 6061 aluminum

• 4” diameter. Casters with lockable wheels

• Stackable design with removable legs

• Limited lifetime warranty

4E-GT-4X8 4E-GT-4X10



HVAC 

A split air conditioner consists of two main  
parts: the outdoor unit and the indoor unit. The  

outdoor unit is installed on or near the wall  
outside of the room or space that you wish to 

cool. The unit houses the compressor, condenser 
coil and the expansion coil or capillary tubing. 

The sleek-looking indoor unit contains the  
cooling coil, a long blower and an air filter.

• Dimensions (inches): 46.5 x 37.8 44.5 (outdoor)

65.4 x 36.2 x 22.8 (indoor)

• Weight (lbs.): 551 (outdoor)

160 (indoor)

• Power: 230V/60Hz

• Indoor Air Flow: 6400 m3/h

• Noise: 61dB (indoor/outdoor)

What is a Split Air Conditioner System?

• Dimensions (inches): 23.2 x 22.6 x 33.2

• Weight (lbs.): 126lbs .

• Power: 232V-240V/50Hz

• Indoor Air Flow: 850 m3/h

• Noise: 52dB (indoor/outdoor)

• Rotary compressor

• Humidity control 20%-90%

• 24 hour timing control

• Water pump included

• Three minute automatic delay

for compressor protection.

• LED digital display

• Commercial wheels and tires

Features

Dehumidifyer



Grow Master

The Growmaster 5000 is designed for high volume commercial crop production. With this 
complete growing system it’s possible to get up to 6 crop cycles a year with the help of 
the light deprivation shroud. The components are straight forward and of commercial/
industrial quality. This greenhouse kit is designed and manufactured for the producer who 
needs to achieve maximum yield and  remain competitive when considering the quality of 
the crop. An affordable and easy to use, interior manual pull light deprivation shroud will 
provide total control over environmental light in any lighting condition.

• Complete 30x96 Growmaster 5OOO/NightFall w                                                                                                                                                
   Light Traps
• 1 - 30’x96’x4sp Growmaster 5OOO Frame
• 2 - NightFall Endwalls
• 1 - 6’x7’ NighFall Light Tight Locking French Double Door
• 1-Klerks Kool Light Diffused IRAC Poly covering (Top &                                                                                                                                                
  EndWalls)
• 1 - Klerks Clear Poly covering (Top & EndWalls)
• 4 - 48” DualShutters w/ Motors
• 1 - 24” Shutter w/ Motor
• 2 - 48” Premier Shuttered Cone Exhaust Fans
• 1 - 24” Shuttered Exhuast Fan
• 7 - Thermostats
• 6 - 20” HAF Circulation Fans compatible with/for Water                                                                                                                                            
   Mist cooling
• 2 - Heavy Duty Poly Inflation Fans (Square Flange)
• 1 -  Exhaust Fan NightFall Light Trap

• 4 - Heavy Duty Poly TekJumper Tubes (for inflation                                                                                                                                        
  of endwalls)
• 1 - 120,000 btu LP/NG L.B. White Clean Burning                                                                                                                                          
  Heater/Co2 generator
• Inside Mount Kit for 120kbtu heater
• 1 - 220,000 btu LP/NG L.B. White Clean Burning                                                                                                                                          
   Heater/Co2 generator
• 1 - 0ustide Mount Kit for 220kbtu heater
• 1 - 12’ Heater Snorkel (for redirecting fan blown heat                                                                                                                                             
  from heater)
• 1 - Complete 30’x96’ NightFall Manual Light Deprivation                                                                                                                                      
  Kit (interfaces only with Growmaster5OOO 4’ bow                                                                                                                                              
  spacing greenhouse)
• 24 - EST-DEC-1000 with lamps.



The Atlas 50a
Atlas 50 and Atlas 50a commercial rotary 
evaporators offer exclusive patented tandem 
continuous receiving technology, ensuring 
optimal precision performance, reduced 
risk of contamination, and ease of use and     
maintenance. Each system comes complete 
with cooling circulator and vacuum controller 
shipped to your door. All of the components 
are of the highest quality and carry a one 
year warranty.

• Measure range: 0.1-105kPa
• Set range: 2.0~90kPa
• Resolution: 0.1kPa
• Power: 220V 50/60HZ

• 50L/f120 evaporating flask, 20L receiving flask
• Electric bath lift with manual backup - 9kw
• Intelligent temperature control - 99°C w/ +/ 0.2°C
• Explosion proof system upgrade
• Digital rotation display
• Frequency conversion rotation, speed: 3-110rpm
• Vacuum meter equipped
• PTFE charging valve
• PTFE cork - anti corrosion
• Flange quick press ring
• Anti-corrosion & wearable sealing system
• Spare sealing parts & charging valve

• Temperature range: -25°C~rt
• Refrigeration capacity: 4000w @ 0°C
• Max flow rate - 35L/min
• Max pressure - 1bar
• Advanced touch screen control with curves &
data record function

• Silicon tubing between RV & circulator - 1.8m

50L Rotary Evaporator with Tandem 
Continuous Receiving Technology

Cooling Circulator - Closed System

Vacuum Controller
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2 Hand blown borosilicate 
glass chambers. 

Electronic auto lift bath 
with manual backup.



• CVO Ovens use Mica heating plates,
allowing for superior heating uniformity 
and increased oven life.

• Oven kits come complete with vacuum
pump, LED light kit, additional
aluminum shelves, and casters.

• Space saving design with vacuum port
being located on left side of the oven.

• Industry leading 2 year warranty.
• Microcomputer controlled heater output.
• Dual layer observation window with 1/2” tempered safety glass.
• 3” thermal insulation prevents heat loss and minimizes the enclosure outer surface temperature.
• Easy-to-clean stainless steel interior for exceptional durability and ease of maintenance.
• Built-in inch mercury vacuum gauge and circuit breaker.
• Built-in alarm alerts you when oven has been shut down by safety circuitry due to out of

range temperature.
• Available in 110V or 220V.
• CVO Ovens undergo a 24 hour, factory controlled, vacuum leak test.

• Interior Volume: 1.9Ft.
• Standard Heated Shelves/Slides: 0/5
• Standard Aluminum Shelf Kit: 5
• Input Voltage / Amperage: 110v / 9.9A
220v / 4.5A

• Heated Wattage: 1600W
• Standard Vacuum Pump: 4.6 cf
• Temperature Accuracy: +/- 1°C
• Temperature Uniformity: +/- 5%
set point

• Vacuum Level: 500µm/m Torr
• Max Pressure: 29.9” Hg
• Chamber Size: 16”x14.5”x14.5”
• Unit Size: 28”x21.5”x21.5”
• Shipping Weight: 187 lbs

• Interior Volume: 7.8Ft.
• Standard Heated Shelves/Slides: 5/0
• Standard Aluminum Shelf Kit: 5
• Input Voltage / Amperage: 110v / 22.7A

220v / 11.4A
• Heated Wattage: 2500W
• Standard Vacuum Pump: 9.6 cf
• Temperature Accuracy: +/- 1°C
• Temperature Uniformity: +/- 5%
set point
• Vacuum Level: 500µm/m Torr
• Max Pressure: 29.9” Hg
• Chamber Size: 22”x24”x25”
• Unit Size: 35”x31”x38”
• Shipping Weight: 485 lbs.

• Interior Volume: 3.4Ft.
• Standard Heated Shelves/Slides: 3/0
• Standard Aluminum Shelf Kit: 3
• Input Voltage / Amperage: 110v / 13.6A
220v / 6.8A

• Heated Wattage: 1500W
• Standard Vacuum Pump: 4.6 cf
• Temperature Accuracy: +/- 1°C
• Temperature Uniformity: +/- 5%

set point
• Vacuum Level: 500µm/m Torr
• Max Pressure: 29.9” Hg
• Chamber Size: 18”x18”x18”
• Unit Size: 31”x23.5”x21.5”
• Shipping Weight: 287 lbs.

CVO 1.9 CVO 7.8CVO 3.4

CVO Oven



• High efficiency and high conversion rate.
• Vacuum extraction can effectively reduce the loss of heat-sensitive
active ingredients.

• Extraction equipment and concentrate equipment can operate in
dependently or worked at the same time.

• Material contacting parts are all made of 304 stainless steel and
able to work under negative pressure, normal pressure, and positive 
pressure state.

• Can be adapted to water extraction, alcohol extraction or solvent
extraction.

4E-E300
Our EST-E300 commercial   

ethanol extraction machine is 
the ideal piece of equipment 
for anyone looking to extract 

large quantities of product. 
With its massive 300 liter  
capacity, it can produce a 

higher quality product with 
greater efficiency than many of 
our competitors. The EST-E300 

offers a 1 year warranty with 
optional installation and    

training if required.

• Extraction Heating - Power 22kw
• Concentration Heating - Power 23kw
• Heating Type - Electricity Heating or Steam

Heating
• Extraction Tank - 300 Liters
• Concentration Tank - 300 Liters
• Vacuum Pump - 3.5kw
• Interlayer Pressure - 0.3 MPa
• Heating of Extraction Tank - 2.85m

• Condensing Area - 4.3m2
• Vacuum Degree - -0.05 ~ -0.08Mpa
• Control Unit Type - Digital Control
• Dimensions - 126” x 43.5” x 115”
• Centrifugal Pump - Do cleaning, 0.55kw
• Filter - Duplex Filter
• Agitator Motor - 400W
• SG-DD - 60W



Certification Marks

ETL Listed Mark – demonstrate compliance to the requirements of widely 
accepted product safety standards, as determined through independent 
testing and periodic follow-up inspections by an NRTL. It is the quality of 
customer service and of the capabilities provided by the testing laboratory 
issuing each certification mark that sets them apart.

The QPL (Qualified Products List) is a list of LED/SSL products that have been 
tested at a DLC approved laboratory and that comply with the specified  
performance and energy efficiency criteria.

ENERGY STAR is the trusted, government-backed symbol for energy  
efficiency helping us all save money and protect the environment through 
energy-efficient products and practices. The symbol make it easy for  
consumers to identify and purchase energy-efficient products that offer  
savings on energy bills without sacrificing performance, features, and  
comfort.

UL Listing means that UL has tested representative samples of the product 
and determined that it meets UL’s requirements. These requirements are 
based primarily on UL’s published and nationally recognized Standards for 
Safety.
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